Museum of Scotland’s Lighthouses
1

Duff House

Pennan

2

Traditional Scottish Cuisine

3

This full day excursion features two prominent sites on the Buchan Coastline:
-the historic first lighthouse to be built in Scotland and Duff House, a
magnificent example of Scottish Baronial architecture. Fraserburgh Lighthouse
is also an ideal destination for a half day excursion.
First on the itinerary is Fraserburgh lighthouse, location of
the museum of Scottish Lighthouses. Guides dressed in
special uniforms will take guests to the top of the
lighthouse offering panoramic views. Preserved as it was
left by the last keeper, the lighthouse offers a fitting
tribute to its 200 years of stormy history. The museum
offers the best collection of lighthouse lenses and
equipment in the UK and tells the fascinating story of the
skills, dedication, science and romance of Scotland’s
lighthouses.

TOUR

3
Total hours full day:

8

half day:

4

Full day or half day excursion

Stormy History
and

Fine Art
The journey continues along the Buchan coastline, past the
village of Pennan, location of the film Local Hero, starring
Burt Lancaster, and on to the Royal Burgh of Banff to visit
Duff House. Prior to a tour, lunch can be served in the
restaurant. Alternatively a picnic or marquee lunch can be
organised along with special musical entertainment. Set
amidst beautiful park land, close to the North Sea shores,
Duff House’s imposing façade is one of the best works of
William Adam dating from 1735 and has now been
restored by Historic Scotland. Duff House is now a premier
outstation of the National Galleries of Scotland from which
it has drawn its rich collection of paintings.
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